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Revelations of the Closet Numerologist
Our Entire Existence Is Based Upon
Numbers, You Just Have To Know How
To Interpret Them Carries story: Jim had
told me before he passed away that he was
working on a book and that when it was
finished he would like me to read it and
give him my input on it. Little did I know
that he would pass away suddenly without
me ever getting to know what the book was
about or even getting the chance to read
any of it. I tried in vain to access his
computer to see if I could find any trace of
the book, or for any other little memories
or photos he may have on there that may
help me somehow feel close to him, but all
was in vain... I was working on my
computer late one evening when all of a
sudden a book on numerology came to me
in an email from me to me... What?! Yes,
it was the book my husband had written. I
could not believe my eyes! Five years after
my husband died there was a whole book
written on numerology by him right in
front of me. I was fascinated, as there is no
way this book could have come to me other
than him sending it my way somehow from
the other side. In my heart I knew that he
somehow needed to get this book out to the
world, even after he died. You have here,
the revelations of the Close Numerologist,
exactly as he intended you have them.
Jims story: Over the years I have been able
to predict turning points in peoples lives
with machine-like accuracy...I was able to
create a Blue Print for peoples lives that
left them standing in front of me in
astonishment...I was able to discover the
hidden stairway to their VERY-SOUL... to
unlock what they held closest in their
hearts. I have guided them down their
individual paths to what they desired most
out of their lives. Using these charts they
began to feel more joy..more inner peace
...and
more
connection
to
the
universe...They finally have what they have
waited a life time to discover... their Lifes
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I was ridiculed by my family, friends and
work colleagues... They were skeptics and
scoffed at what the power of numbers
could really do for them ... For over thirty
years I decided to practice my secret
profession in a closet...an Electrical
Engineer during the day ....and a Closet
Numerologist during the night ...After 30
years in the closet Ive decided to throw
open the doors and share my God Given
talents with you. Heres just a few of the
astonishing things that happened: On the
jobsite I predicted that a work colleague
would have a major financial upset...
within a week there was a Downsizing in
his department... He was let go because
there was no work! I let a close friend
know that an old friend would bring her
good news and happiness. The week after
my prediction, during a business trip she
ran into an Old Flame who proposed to her
right on the spot! They are NOW happily
married! I predicted the very day that my
daughter would have a major relationship
crisis (though to this very day I have kept
this information to myself)... the man she
was married to left her for a younger
woman! Just last week as I looked at my
charts I foresaw some mechanical trouble...
Sure enough while driving to the airport
my engine light came on... I had to
eventually replace my alternator! I could
go on for weeks... example after example
but you can see the writing on the wall ...
these are just a few examples of the things
that I use numerology to predict, on a daily
basis. As Albert Einstein once said, God
does not play dice ... our entire existence is
based upon numbers, you just have to
know how to interpret them. If you are
serious about your spiritual growth and
discovering your Life Path, these charts
will open your eyes to YOUR future... If
you want to feel more joy...more inner
peace...and more connection to the
universe... The time to discover YOUR
hidden secrets is NOW.
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